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Bottom Line Up Front

Yes, its real!  But only if we adopt a new paradigm

for software acquisition



Agenda

• Background

• Waterfall Software Acquisition 

• Agile and Development Operations (DevOps) 

• Faster, Greater Quality, and Cheaper

• Decision Support System and Financial Management 

Changes

• Summary 
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Caveat:  Policy and process recommendations are those of the briefer 

and do not necessarily reflect DAU or DoD positions 



Food for Thought 

• How long did it take to design, build, and test the 

DoD’s first fighter jet?

• How much did it cost?

• What process was used?
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Background 

• Status Quo Not Acceptable 

– Near-peer competitors gaining

– Not keeping pace with commercial technology

– DoD R&D investment dwarfed by commercial industry

– Cycle times too long and too many systems have 

unaffordable cost growth

– Processes and methods not staying current

– Cyber attacks such as data theft, hacking, and denial of 

service getting worse

– Deliberate JCIDS, Acquisition, and PPBE processes 

coming under great scrutiny
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What is Driving Change?

• R&D Investment:   DoD   while Commercial Industry 

• Pace of technology increasing

• Cloud Computing now a commodity

• Cyber attacks and other asymmetric threats

• Near-peer competitors capabilities 
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“The Chinese love our acquisition system. They take delight in it because 

we are taking 16 ½  years to go from statement of need to initial operating 

capability and they’re doing it in two or three.” 

Michael Griffin, Undersecretary of Defense for Research and Engineering



Pace of Technology Change Accelerating 
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Steve Jobs: 

“You can’t just ask customers what 

they want and then try to give that to 

them. By the time you get it built, 

they’ll want something new.”

…..or, you will have addressed the wrong requirements! 



Imperative for Change is Not New
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“The fundamental problem DoD faces is that the deliberate process 

through which weapon systems and information technology are 

acquired does not match the speed at which new IT capabilities are 

being introduced in today’s information age.”* – William Schneider Jr., 

DSB Chairman

“The primary conclusion of the task force is that the conventional 

DOD acquisition process is too long and too cumbersome to fit the 

needs of the many IT systems that require continuous changes and 

upgrades. Thus the task force believes that there is a need for a 

unique acquisition system for information technology.”*

*Defense Science Board, “Final Report of the Task Force on Department of Defense 

Policies and Procedures for the Acquisition of Information Technology,” March 2009



Software is Growing and It’s Everywhere!
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Consequence

Software not in top program risks

Software assessed among most frequent and most critical challenges,

driving program risk on ~ 60% of acquisition programs

Software Risk Assessed in DoD Programs

Ref:  DSB task Force on Design and Acquisition of Software for Defense Systems, Oct 2, 2017 



Traditional Waterfall Process 
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Requirements

Design

Coding

Testing

Operations &

Maintenance

Assumptions:

•Requirements are clear, 

complete, and correct

•Requirements changes can be 

managed

•Tech innovation is predictable

Advantages:

• Allocation of tasks within phases

• Linear, rigid flow easy to use 

• Allows for in-depth documentation

Disadvantages:

• Projects rarely follow sequential processes well

• Requirements not known at start; most are wrong

• Change becomes increasingly difficult and expensive

• Working software is not produced until very late in the 

project cycle

• Maintenance costs are typically high

• Delays user feedback, delivers less value to the user



Waterfall Acquisition Applied to IT/Software

Build        Test        User Feedback

Waterfall Cumulative Program Risk 

High

Medium

Low

“...Federal IT investments too frequently fail or incur cost overruns and schedule 

slippages while contributing little to mission-related outcomes”. GAO 17-317

Success Metrics 
• Cost 

• Schedule

• Performance 

(conformance to 

requirements 

specifications)

DoDI 5000.02 Model 2: Defense Unique SW Intensive Program



DoD Software Acquisition Issues  

• Software engineering tailored to a hardware-centric acquisition construct versus 
tailoring acquisitions to software best practices

• Build and test software, declare it “done”, and then give it to third party to sustain it 

• Desire to build and sustain a “common computing environment” for DoD not 
consistent with commercial information technology offerings 

– Industry has commoditized this capability via cloud computing 

• Multiple process owners, gate reviews, and sequential steps interrupt end-user 
feedback loop and limit “validated learning” and rapid product iteration

– Makes IT rate of change and obsolescence a huge program risk

– Limits attempts to apply Agile principles and latest commercial technology and 
methods

" 94% of federal IT projects are over budget or behind schedule...40% of those never end up seeing 

the light of day; they are completely scrapped or abandoned.“ – Haley Van Dyck, Deputy 

Administrator, U.S. Digital Services 8
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https://speedandfunction.com/look-25-years-software-projects-can-learn/


Go Simple, Fail Fast, and Learn!
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Gall’s Law: 

“A complex system that works is invariably found to have 

evolved from a simple system that worked. A complex 

system designed from scratch never works and cannot be 

patched up to make it work. You have to start over with a 

working simple system.”

– John Gall, Systemantics, 1975  



What is DevOps? 

“A software engineering culture and practice that aims at 

unifying software development (Dev) and software operation 

(Ops). The main characteristic of the DevOps movement is to 

strongly advocate automation and monitoring at all steps of 

software construction, from integration, testing, releasing to 

deployment and infrastructure management. DevOps aims at 

short development cycles, increased deployment frequency, 

more dependable releases, in close alignment with business 

objectives.”

16
Ref:  Wikipedia 



Summary of Agile Principles  
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http://agilemanifesto.org

1. Highest priority is to satisfy the customer through early & continuous delivery of valuable software 

2. Welcome changing requirements, even late in development.  Use change for competitive advantage. 

3. Deliver working software frequently, from a couple of weeks to a couple of months, prefer shorter 

timescale. 

4. Business people and developers must work together daily throughout the project. 

5. Build projects with motivated individuals. Give them support, and trust them to get job done. 

6. Most efficient & effective method of communication within a dev team is face-to-face conversation. 

7. Working software is the primary measure of progress. 

8. Promote sustainable development. Should be able to maintain a constant pace indefinitely. 

9. Continuous attention to technical excellence and good design enhances agility. 

10. Simplicity -- the art of maximizing the amount of work not done -- is essential. 

11. The best architectures, requirements, and designs emerge from self-organizing teams. 

12. Team regularly reflects on how to become more effective, tune and adjust behavior accordingly.

http://agilemanifesto.org/


• Agile is a methodology based on 12 principles from the agile 

manifesto that emphasizes working software in small and quick 

iterations

• The use of the term Agile can refer to many different things and 

processes, including hybrid methods 

• DevOps is a specific implementation of Agile principles that 

emphasizes rapid releases to operations (users) after each iteration of 

software is completed

– Requires a stable continuous integration (CI) infrastructure and automated 

pipeline that moves deliverables from development to operations 

• Other methods also adopt elements of Agile such as “Water Scrum 

Fall”, Kanban, Extreme Programming, etc.
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Agile       DevOps 



DevOps Applied to Acquisition

Prioritized 

Capability 

Backlog
Release cadence in weeks Push to ops

“Slices” of capability released to production in days or weeks

Working in small batches; 

one process owner

Cumulative Program Risk High

Medium

Low

Risk only assumed in 1-2 week chunks

Metrics

• VALUE to user

• Throughput (Release 

cadence and backlog 

velocity)

• Capacity (# of software 

development teams 

needed to keep parity with 

user & prioritized backlog)

• Quality (change fail rate)

10



DevOps Notional Process 
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• Kickoff 
– Small teams with pairs of Product Owners (ensure value), Product Designers 

(ensure usability), and Developers (ensure product works)   

• Discovery and Framing Process
– User interviews and discover greatest pain points

– User stories developed and vetted to ensure usability   

• Develop features that will be used
– On-site customer sets priorities

– Each iteration builds the highest priority functionality into working software

– Refactor software to eliminate unnecessary features and code using lean 
principles

– Employ test-driven development:  begin with writing a test that fails before 
writing code, write minimum code needed to pass the test (minimum viable 
product)

– Release functionality with rapid pace to operators   

• Iterate the Product
– Fail fast and often provides early user feedback; learn and revise 

– Evolve the design; keep it simple



Who Is Using DevOps?  
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• Amazon

• Netflix

• Target

• Walmart

• Nordstrom

• Facebook

• Etsy

• Adobe

• Sony Pictures Entertainment

• Fidelity Worldwide Investment

……….and many others, including in the Federal Government     

Ref:  Tech Beacon: “10 companies killing it at DevOps”



Air Operations Center Success – Tanker Planning

• JIGSAW Tanker Planning Tool:  Objective was to improve a 

largely manual process of using a whiteboard with objects, 

drawing lines from each tanker to the receivers, and making 

phone calls to update information 

– Very labor intensive and error prone

– Changes must be manually recalculated and difficult to do 

quickly

• DIUx helped develop new software (JIGSAW) used 

by the AOC at Al Udeid, Qatar in a few months using DevOps 

process

– Users framed the problem with developers, followed by multiple 

interviews

– Developer teams built the software, followed by some iterations 

desired by users, and then deployed the software 
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New software application streamlined aerial refueling tanker operations, 

Saves $1M of fuel/week and ~140 man-hours/week! 



Waterfall versus DevOps
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Planning and 

Scheduling

Pert/Gantt, detailed and up 

front; fix scope, estimate time 

and resources

Process Waterfall DevOps

Release and iteration plans 

updated throughout; fix date, 

estimate scope

Requirements 

and Design
Detailed and up front; resist 

requirements changes
Continuous, emergent, last 

responsible moment

Implementation
Code in parallel, follow plan, strict 

change control, deliver full product 

at end of phase; test afterward

Minimal Viable product to pass  

test; deliver incremental 

working software each 

iteration

Test/QA
Detailed test plans; test after 

implementation phase

Test driven development; 

Continuous integration, build, 

and automated test

Management 

Culture
Hierarchical and contractual, 

“command and control”

Servant leadership, “mission 

command”/trust/delegation, 

collaboration, flat organization

Measures of 

Success
Conformance to plan or 

contract

Working software, satisfied 

customers and team



Mission Software Waterfall Based Model 
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DoDI 5000.02 Model 2: Defense Unique SW Intensive Program

Working Software isn’t fielded to the user until after a lengthy requirements, 

design, code, test, and integration effort, often many years later 
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Desig
n

Pipeline

- Continuous Feedback

- Continuous Integration

- Continuous Delivery 

(days/weeks not years)

- Test Automation

Recommended DevOps Model 

User 

Input
DeployDesign Code Test

Materiel Development Decision (MDD) 

to use

DevOps (ACAT “X”)  

Periodic 

Milestone “Xs”

Review of User Value and decision to either 

stop or continue investment with capacity 

amount and allocation determination   

Test-Driven Development (TDD): 

• Requires unit test development

before design and code

*

Write Test Code Refactor

TDD

TDD

Repeat



Faster – Deliver at Speed of Relevance

• Deliberate requirements, PPBE & 

acquisition process results in cycle 

times of several years 

• Phased acquisition process 

establishes a series of gate reviews 

(e.g., Milestone Reviews, Decision 

Reviews, Design Reviews) 

• Sequential based product maturity 

process that locks in cost, schedule, 

performance 

• Contracting process can take years 

to award competitive contract
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Current                                                       Faster    

• Deliver new capability releases in 

weeks 

• Eliminate unnecessary gate 

reviews and compress phases

• Adopt commercial software 

practices to leverage privately 

funded R&D

• Leverage cloud computing and 

new technologies to rapidly 

establish computing environments 

• Increase use of contracting 

vehicles that award fast       



Cheaper – Cost Effective 
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Current                                               Cheaper    

• Estimate lines of code based 

on entire scope of project

• Lock-in requirements and 

measure cost versus budget 

estimate

• Attempt to develop and field 

capability that addresses entire 

set of needs

• Validation test of the integrated 

set of software builds at end of 

development cycle  

• Cost estimate based on capacity to 

deliver value

• Automation and built-in quality 

methods to ensure the product is 

always mature and deployable, even 

while changing

• Testing occurs at the start (not the 

end) of project life cycle

• Automation will cost less, have fewer 

errors, and reduce time to field 
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Better Quality and Value  

• Success measured via cost, 

schedule, and performance 

(outputs vs outcomes) 

• …”Federal IT investments too 

frequently fail” (GAO 17-317)

• " 94% of federal IT projects 

are over budget or behind 

schedule...40% of those 

never end up seeing the light 

of day; they are completely 

scrapped or abandoned.“ 

(Haley Van Dyck, Deputy Administrator, 

U.S. Digital Services)

• Success measured via value metrics:  

user satisfaction, productivity, quality, 

release cadence

• Discover highest user pain points 

and address in first releases

• Narrow slices of capability solve 

user’s biggest problems and provide 

the greatest use 

• Iterative feedback after quick 

releases gives insight when enough 

value is deployed, avoiding 

unneeded development 

Current                                      Better Quality            



Paradigm Shifts Required 

From Waterfall 

• Cost, schedule, performance

• Capability driven development

• Stable & complete requirements 

• Verify & validate at end of process

• Long development & fielding cycles 

• Large scale software builds

• Failure is catastrophic 

• Oversight of Contractor teams     
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To DevOps 

Invest in user value and capability

Test driven development of user pain points

Changing and few important requirements 

Verify & validate at beginning of process 

Rapid and continuous releases 

Continual release of minimum viable products

Ok to fail --fail fast, fail and learn

Government-led software teams  

Changes cut across all aspects of software and IT acquisition  



Recommended Acquisition Process Changes

• Revise DoDI 5000.02 to enable Dev/Ops and other new approaches for 

software reliant systems 

– Materiel Development Decision (MDD) documents MDA decision to use 

DevOps Model  

– Designated as ACAT “X” programs (with Service level oversight) that must 

be periodically re-assessed for value to support continued investment

– Functional area processes, team construct, and reporting requirements 

revised to reflect new model

– Assess need for FAR changes to enable innovative contracting approaches 

beyond OTAs and FAR (Part 12 and 16) and streamlined source selections 

– Adopt new metrics that measure value versus cost, schedule, performance; 

no longer establish acquisition program baseline 

– Continue to use pilot programs (e.g. AOC Pathfinder) to identify additional 

obstacles and methods to resolve, both near and longer term         
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PPBE & Appropriation Types Issues 

• Service POMs should program for future development capacity (not tied to 

specific program estimates) based on DoD and Service priorities 

• Capacity-driven budgeting by expected product backlog and assessment of value 

• Gray areas between proper use of RDT&E (software development) versus O&M 

(software patches and legacy refactoring) creates potential financial management 

confusion and risks violation of Misappropriation Act

• Near-term OSD/FM guidance to facilitate execution may be needed

• Longer-term effort should rewrite Financial Management Regulation for DevOps 

software efforts (e.g.; $250K rule)   

• A new, colorless IT appropriation could resolve issues

– Funding would support all aspects of DevOps lifecycle efforts, including cloud services, 

coders/developers to support new features as well as maintain legacy code, hardware 

needed to support teams (both Gov’t and contractor), s/w license fees, and any other 

costs associated with executing.  Perhaps 2 or 3 year appropriation life similar to RDT&E 

to give added flexibility over 1 year O&M    
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• Many software estimation tools available (e.g., Price-S, Software 

Lifecycle Management-Estimate [SLIM], COCOMO)

– Software Evaluation and Estimation of Resources (SEER) and  Constructive 

Cost Model (COCOMO) used widely in DoD

• While these tools can be adapted for DevOps, it’s not clear if that is the 

right approach or whether a different model is needed 

• Difficult to estimate total project costs with flexible requirements and 

changing scope

• Alternative approach is to estimate based on number of teams needed 

to address release cadence and backlog velocity 

– Capacity driven estimate  

32

What About Cost Estimating?



Recommended PPBE & Cost Estimating Changes

• Revise budget programming model to incorporate greater use of 

DevOps programs and building team capacity and “software 

factories” 

• Resolve issue on proper color of money for a DevOps program to 

ensure flexibility needed to accommodate both new features and 

legacy software maintenance without linking to specific project 

• Consider establishment of a new IT appropriation 

• Assess adequacy of cost estimating approaches and determine if 

new model(s) required  
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Recommended Requirements Changes 

• Revise JCIDS to accommodate a DevOps Model, similar to IT Box  

– Avoid upfront efforts to develop lengthy lists of software requirements and 

review process to validate possible “wrong requirements”

– Develop a “DevOps Box” approach that allows flexibility for software reliant 

systems without trying to vet requirements that may be overcome by events 

before the document is ever approved and validated

– Validate user value at periodic intervals, assess continued investment decisions

– Requirements community prioritizes “Big R” requirements (short, living 

document of enterprise pain points (e.g., fix dynamic targeting, build net-

enabled weapons) and capacity to address these Big Rs

– Individual development teams use the iterative/experimentation approach to 

address the “Little Rs” (e.g., specific and detailed pain points that would be 

typical to what is found in a System Requirements Document)
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Summary

• Imperative to achieve more rapid and cost-effective solutions 

driving use of new methods like DevOps in DoD

• Changes are significant when compared with legacy techniques 

like waterfall development model

• Strong DoD support for change – expect to see changes to policy 

and new processes to enable greater adoption 

• Financial, cost estimating, and budget solutions will be necessary 

to help foster success of new models  
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What are Your Questions?   


